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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
We created this guide to help our customers use PFL solutions effectively. PFL
allows you to send targeted, high-impact tactile marketing. Our solutions can
be used to send batch and blast direct mail, but that’s like buying a Ferrari and
parking it in a garage.
Batch and blast tactile marketing doesn’t work. It’s the wrong way to use PFL’s
solutions, but it is easy and fast to set up. Don’t fall for it! You might as well just
shovel your tactile marketing budget into a dumpster and light on fire.
With PFL you can use direct mail to intelligently target prospects, leads and
customers at the right time. You send less direct mail and it is more effective,
that’s the simple math behind the great ROI PFL delivers.
This book will arm you with best practices and real-world examples that use
PFL in unique ways.

6%

of consumers who responded to direct mail went online or
visited the physical store. (Info Trends)

37x

Direct mail marketing on average garners up to 37x times
more responses than email. (Wall Street Journal)

30%

When asked, “Which is more effective at getting you to take
action?” 30 percent of millennials said direct mail, 24 percent
said email. (DMN News)

What Is Intelligent
Direct Mail?
Direct mail is in the middle of a Renaissance. Only a few years ago, the best
you could do was send direct mail to a specific list and hope it worked.
Now, you can send different types of mail to different customers based on
their behavior. Here’s what you need to know about modern, data driven
direct mail.

Smart direct mail is fueled by customer behavior.
Behavioral data captured from your digital marketing
programs can be used to send direct mail only when it will
be the most effective.

Smart direct mail is personalized.
Use customer data to change anything (or everything) about
your direct mail. Change artwork, copy or even packaging based
on specific prospect, customer, account or cohort data.

Smart direct mail delivers an omnichannel experience.
Direct mail can be integrated into any marketing automation
program, so it can become part of your omnichannel plan,
giving you an easy, efficient way to anchor your marketing
in a physical channel.

Smart direct mail is scalable.
PFL makes it easy to automate direct mail programs that work at
scale, and our global network of distribution centers means we
will deliver.

Best Practices for
Creating Direct Mail
Campaigns
Now that you’re committed to making effective direct mail, how do you
get there? We’ll really dig into these ideas in the examples but here’s a
quick overview of our direct mail best practices.

Make data a priority.
Hopefully, you’re already capturing as much customer data as you can to drive
digital marketing. With PFL, that same data can be used to personalize, trigger
and measure direct mail.

Go evergreen.
A batch-and-blast approach only markets at one moment in time and it can be
expensive. With PFL, tactile marketing can be a permanent part of a program
because it is triggered only when it is needed. Including evergreen direct mail
often lowers final costs and boosts ROI.

Measure direct mail properly.
Modern direct mail uses customer data like a digital channel, but it can be
a struggle to understand how it is working. Define clear KPIs for direct mail
programs that give you a true idea of success for the channel. See examples
below or call your Customer Success Manager and discuss your success KPIs.

Orchestrate!
If you forget everything else, remember this: direct mail success depends on
orchestration. The real power of PFL’s solution is on display with your digital
channels. Direct mail is like adding nitro to your digital program, but to reap
the rewards you have to have multi-channel orchestration in place before PFL
prints your piece. The front-load effort of orchestration can be a challenge, but
it will make all of your marketing programs more effective.

Best Practices
for Multichannel
Orchestration

Use a data-driven approach to anticipate customer touchpoints.
•
•

Know when, where and why a customer touches your brand. Be ready
for their next move and place the message in the right path.
Example: Don’t retarget e-commerce shoppers with items they browsed
but didn’t add to their cart, instead target them with direct mail
referencing items they added to their cart but didn’t purchase.

Focus on omnichannel strategies and technologies.
We’re so bullish on orchestration we wanted to give it it’s very own
section in this guide. So what do we mean by orchestration?
Channel orchestration is the planned, optimized interaction between
digital and physical marketing and sales channels. It is the strategy
that allows direct mail to elevate other sales and marketing efforts.
The bad news: orchestration isn’t quick. There is a lot of front-load effort
that you’ll have to do. You’ll have to get serious about customer data,
you’ll have to dedicate resources to your tech administration during
setup. The good news: PFL will help you. To get you started, here are
our best practices for multichannel orchestration.

•
•
•

Purchase, build or borrow the tech you need to create a cohesive,
predictable experience wherever your customers are.
Respect customer demands about privacy and messaging preference.
Use data-driven insights to include the right marketing mix.

Make Sales and Marketing alignment top priority.
•
•
•

Orchestrate your human capital with clear, consistent communication.
Be biased toward cross-functional teams.
Set a routine and stick to it.

Plan resources for testing and optimization.
•
•
•

Make quarterly, annual and bi-annual plans for auditing and testing.
Don’t skimp on good A/B testing solutions.
Set clear KPIs but be flexible and curious about unexpected insights.

EXAMPLE 1

Sales
Focused
3. Personalized Notes Are Key

Use Direct Mail to Boost
Pipeline Velocity
FOR B2B SALES TEAMS
THE GOAL
Use tactile touches and gifts to increase pipeline velocity.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
You want your B2B sales team to capitalize on successful live connects,
boosting pipeline velocity. You use PFL’s SwagIQ solution in conjunction
with Salesforce to make it easy for your team to send something fun to
prospects that had a great call. Here’s how you do it.

1. Build a Store and Assign Budgets
You work with your PFL success team to build a store of cool gifts, branded swag
and other fun tactile touches. You create budgets for your sales teams and, most
importantly, you make sure they all know how important it is to send a personalized
note with the gift.

2. Setup Salesforce Rules to Create Tasks
Your Salesforce admin works with PFL (if needed) to create rules that create tasks for
your sellers when they have a great call with a prospect. If a prospect accepts a demo
meeting, another rule fires and a task is make to follow up with a thank-you. The task
suggests which item in your store should be sent. When a follow up gift is sent, the
right person on your team is notified when the package arrives (in real time).

Your PFL Customer Success Manager is obsessed over
sending personalized notes, so you humor her and use a
templated script (drafted by your marketing department)
as a starting point for all your agents. When a rep sends
something from SwagIQ, they’re prompted to personalize
that note.

4. Measure Success
Success for this program is focused on pipeline velocity:
which touches influenced faster time-to-close. With
Salesforce and SwagIQ, you can easily see how well
prospects are responding to different items in your store. If
you’ve got some duds, PFL will remove them and stock your
store with better branded items.

Personalized
Notes
Salesforce
Rules

EXAMPLE 2

Evergreen
Program
3. Follow Up with Phone Outreach

Use Tactile Marketing to
Wake a Stalled Account
FOR B2B MARKETERS
THE GOAL
Get a stalled account to re-engage your brand.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Some of your ABM accounts have stalled out and become unresponsive.
You want to use PFL to wake them up and get the conversation going
again. The twist? Your direct mail will drive them to take a digital action.
Here’s how you do it.

1. Rally an Existing Champion with a Swag Bomb
You target existing champions that engaged with your marketing by sending
them a kit with fun, branded items they can share around the office. You go with a
kit filled with mini footballs. (PFL calls this sort of send a Swag Bomb).

2. Place the Champion in a Curated Digital Program
Using PFL’s Tactile Marketing Automation, a delivery alert is triggered when the
mini footballs arrive at your champion’s desk. This alert moves the champion into
a special digital experience where emails and re-targeting ads urge them to get
back in touch.

For champions that respond to your digital channels,
you follow up with outreach from your sales team. If the
champion fails to follow up, you send another lower-cost
direct mail piece: a notecard with a Starbucks via attached.

Combines
Digital &
Physical
Channels

4. Measure Success

ABM
Focused

Success is measured in digital response. Your champions will
respond to your digital channels more often after they’ve
been fully armed by PFL.

EXAMPLE 3

Evergreen
Program
3. Follow Direct Mail with an Email

Use Direct Mail to Connect
After a Tradeshow or Event

Trigger the email to send when the direct mail arrives,
CTA on the mailer will drive digital responses. Use the
digital response to coordinate phone outreach from your
sales agents.

4. Measure Success

FOR ALL SALES AND MARKETING TEAMS
THE GOAL
Increase live connects with prospects you meet at a tradeshow.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
You will use direct mail and email to follow up with prospects met at an
event. You want to make it automatic, scalable and personalized based
on firmographic data. Here’s how you do it.

1. Segment and Score Leads
Segment leads captured at the event based on firmographic data that matters to
you, like company size, platform, number of employees and geography.

2. Send Highly Personalized Direct Mail
Personalize a low cost mailer that references the event and the firmographic data
you’re using. Change copy, design and imagery. You can send something nicer to
highly scored leads or avoid spending money on direct at all when it comes to very
poorly scored leads — just send them to a digital nurture program.

Report on the number of live connects you make with
high value leads from the event, compare that with results
from similar or previous events.

Triggered by
Lead Scores
Highly
Personalized

EXAMPLE 4

Evergreen
Program
3. Feature Direct Mail Themes in Digital Outreach

Use Direct Mail to
Improve Nurture Stream
Response Rates
FOR ALL MARKETERS
THE GOAL
Drive response rates from your digital nurture stream.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
You want to boost response rates from your digital email and retargeting
stream. You want to do it by piquing interest with a fun direct mail kit if
there is no valid response to the email or ad campaign.

1. Map Customer Touchpoints
Use customer data to predict when this cohort will respond to email and retargeting
ads, focus on response dropoffs. Plan to send direct mail before response dips, at
the last peak in response rate.

2. Use Direct Mail with a Powerful Call to Action
Don’t be subtle with direct mail. Be bold and direct with your call to action. Drive
customers to a digital experience where you can capture more data or convert them,
depending on your specific needs. After delivery, place the prospect into a digital
nurture experience.

For champions that respond to your digital channels, you
respond with outreach from your sales team. If the champion
fails to follow up, you send another lower-cost direct mail
piece: a notecard with a Starbucks via attached.

Combines
Digital &
Physical
Channels

4. Measure Success

ABM
Focused

Success is measured in digital response. Your champions will
respond to your digital channels more often after they’ve been
fully armed by PFL.

CONCLUSION

Conclusion
You’re better than batch and blast direct mail and
PFL cares too much to let you do it. PFL’s solutions
bring direct mail into the digital ecosystem, taking full
advantage of rich behavioral data and helping you
orchestrate online and physical channels.
We’re dedicated to your success. Reach out to your
success team and start using PFL to send intelligent
direct mail.
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Ready to give
your marketing a boost?
Call us at 800.930.5088 or send an
email to inquire@pfl.com.
www.PFL.com

PFL is a marketing technology company that provides sales enablement and marketing automation solutions, as well as printing, mailing, and fulfillment
services. We directly connect B2B and B2C organizations to cutting-edge solutions that accelerate productivity and drive business forward.
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